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You Belong To Me - Mary Higgins Clark 2000-05-25
“The mistress of high tension” (The New Yorker) and undisputed Queen of Suspense Mary Higgins Clark
brings us another New York Times bestselling novel that USA TODAY calls “her page-turning best” about a
killer who targets lonely women on cruise ships, a masterful combination of page-turning suspense and
classic mystery. When Dr. Susan Chandler decides to use her daily radio talk show to explore the
phenomenon of women who disappear and are later found to have become victims of killers who prey on
the lonely and insecure, she has no idea that she is exposing herself—and those closest to her—to the very
terror that she hopes to warn others against. Susan sets out to determine who is responsible for an attempt
on the life of a woman who called in to the show offering information on the mysterious disappearance from
a cruise ship, years before, of Regina Clausen, a wealthy investment advisor. Soon Susan finds herself in a
race against time, for not only does the killer stalk these lonely women, but he seems intent on eliminating
anyone who can possibly further Susan’s investigation. As her search intensifies, Susan finds herself
confronted with the realization that one of the men who have become important figures in her life might
actually be the killer. And as she gets closer to uncovering his identity, she realizes almost too late that the
hunter has become the hunted. Is she the next one marked for murder?
Daddy's Little Girl - M. Clark 2014-01-06
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
The Woman He Loved Before - Dorothy Koomson 2018-08-09
Libby has a good life with a gorgeous husband and a home by the sea. But over time she is becoming more
unsure if Jack has ever loved her - and if he is over the death of Eve, his first wife. When fate intervenes in
their relationship, Libby decides to find out all she can about the man she hastily married and the
seemingly perfect Eve. But in doing so she unearths some devastating secrets. Frightened by what she finds
and the damage it could cause, Libby starts to worry that she too will end up like the first woman Jack
loved...
We Spread - Iain Reid 2022-09-29
Penny, an artist, has lived in the same apartment for decades, surrounded by the artifacts and keepsakes of
her long life. She is resigned to the mundane rituals of old age, until things start to slip. Before her
longtime partner passed away years earlier, provisions were made, unbeknownst to her, for a room in a
unique long-term care residence, where Penny finds herself after one too many “incidents.” Initially,
surrounded by peers, conversing, eating, sleeping, looking out at the beautiful woods that surround the
house, all is well. She even begins to paint again. But as the days start to blur together, Penny – with a
growing sense of unrest and distrust – starts to lose her grip on the passage of time and on her place in the
world. Is she succumbing to the subtly destructive effects of aging, or is she an unknowing participant in
something more unsettling? At once compassionate and uncanny, told in spare, hypnotic prose, Iain Reid’s
genre-defying third novel explores questions of conformity, art, productivity, relationships, and what,
ultimately, it means to grow old. ‘I loved this book and couldn't put it down – a deeply gripping, surreal and
wonderfully mysterious novel. Not only has Reid given us a brilliant page turner, but a profoundly moving
meditation on life and art, death and infinity. Reid is a master’ Mona Awad, author 13 Ways of Looking at a
Fat Girl and All's Well
Comes the Blind Fury - John Saul 1990-05-02
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A century ago, a gentle blind girl walked the cliffs of Paradise Point. Then the children came -- taunting,
teasing -- until she lost her footing and fell, shrieking her rage to the drowning sea... Now Michelle has
come from Boston to live in the big house on Paradise Point. She is excited about her new life, ready to
make new friends... until a hand reaches out of the swirling mists -- the hand of blind child. She is asking
for friendship... seeking revenge... whispering her name...
Whisperer's Game - Donato Carrisi 2022-07-07
Ten years after the debut of the international bestseller The Whisperer, the challenge begins again.The
phone call to the police arrives at dusk from an isolated farmhouse, fifty miles from the city. A terrified
woman's voice pleads for help. But a violent storm rages in the area and the first available patrol only
succeeds in reaching her hours later. It is too late. Something perturbing has happened, something which
leaves the investigators in the dark. Just one person is able to reveal the message hidden behind this act of
evil, but this person is no longer a policeman. She left her work as a missing persons investigator and
withdrew from society to live an isolated existence beside a lake; her daughter Alice her only companion.
Even so, when she is called upon to help with this case, Mila Vasquez cannot shirk her duty. The
investigation involves her closely . . . more than she could ever believe.It is a game and it has only just
started.Because he is always a step ahead.
The Dark - Emma Haughton 2021-08-19
ONE DEAD BODY. TWELVE SUSPECTS. TWENTY-FOUR-HOUR DARKNESS. 'Outstanding ... Haughton
writes vividly about a claustrophobic community ... her novel really is a superlative locked-room mystery'
Sunday Times (Crime Book of the Month) 'Haughton has created a fantastically atmospheric setting ... it's a
chilling race to the finish to discover whodunnit' Observer In the most inhospitable environment - cut off
from the rest of the world - there's a killer on the loose. A&E doctor Kate North has been knocked out of
her orbit by a personal tragedy. So when she's offered the opportunity to be an emergency replacement at
the UN research station in Antarctica, she jumps at the chance. The previous doctor, Jean-Luc, died in a
tragic accident while out on the ice. The move seems an ideal solution for Kate: no one knows about her
past; no one is checking up on her. But as total darkness descends for the winter, she begins to suspect that
Jean-Luc's death wasn't accidental at all. And the more questions she asks, the more dangerous it becomes .
. . 'A sense of growing menace pervades ... the freezing wasteland and claustrophobic workings of the
research station are finely rendered' Financial Times 'The kind of heart-pounding, sleep-stealing read that
you want to recommend to everyone you meet. An absolutely thrilling book' CASS GREEN 'Chilling and
atmospheric . . . had me turning the pages late into the night' MARK EDWARDS 'Tense, thrilling and
unpredictable, with one of the most unique and dangerous settings imaginable' ALLIE REYNOLDS 'Set
against the dangerous sub-zero temperatures end endless night of the Antarctic... Brilliantly atmospheric
and terrifying' CATHERINE COOPER 'Tense, twisted and quite literally chilling - a locked room mystery in a
unique setting where no one can be trusted' SUSI HOLLIDAY 'Atmospheric, original and full of tension'
AMANDA JENNINGS 'A real edge-of-the-seat plot. I loved it. Original and accomplished' J.A. CORRIGAN
Jaime Bunda, Secret Agent - Pepetela 2006
Set in modern-day Luanda, this satirical crime novel introduces readers to Jaime Bunda, an overweight,
incompetent detective set on the trail of a murderer. Through misstep and mistake, Bunda finds himself
embroiled in crimes of passion and international criminal networks as he stumbles through contemporary
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Angola. This mystery pokes fun at the James Bond genre while offering humorous insight into contemporary
Angolan culture.
The Girl in the Fog - Donato Carrisi 2018-08-24

Ridgway in an effort to learn his most closely held secrets - an epic confrontation with evil that was every
bit as disturbing and surreal as can be humanly imagined.
The Whisperer - Donato Carrisi 2012-01-05
A gripping literary thriller and smash bestseller that has taken Italy, France, Germany and the UK by storm.
Six severed arms are discovered, arranged in a mysterious circle and buried in a clearing in the woods. Five
of them appear to belong to missing girls between the ages of eight and eighteen. The sixth is yet to be
identified. Worse still, the girls' bodies, alive or dead, are nowhere to be found. Lead investigators Mila
Vasquez, a celebrated profiler, and Goran Gavila, an eerily prescient criminologist, dive into the case.
They're confident they've got the right suspect in their sights until they discover no link between him and
any of the kidnappings except the first. The evidence in the case of the second missing child points in a
vastly different direction, creating more questions than it answers. Vasquez and Gavila begin to wonder if
they've been brought in to take the fall in a near-hopeless case. Is it all coincidence? Or is a copycat
criminal at work? Obsessed with a case that becomes more tangled and intense as they unravel the layers
of evil, Gavila and Vasquez find that their lives are increasingly in each other's hands. THE WHISPERER, as
sensational a bestseller in Europe as the Stieg Larsson novels, is that rare creation: a thought-provoking,
intelligent thriller that is also utterly unputdownable.
When - Victoria Laurie 2015-01-13
Maddie Fynn is a shy high school junior cursed with an eerie intuitive ability that's out of her control -- one
that entangles her in a homicide investigation. For as long as she can remember, Maddie has seen a series
of unique digits hovering above the foreheads of each person she encounters. Her earliest memories are
marked by these numbers, but it takes her father's premature death for Maddie and her family to realize
that these mysterious digits are actually deathdates, and just like birthdays, everyone has one. Forced by
her alcoholic mother to use her ability to make extra money, Maddie identifies the quickly approaching
deathdate of one client's young son, but because her ability only allows her to see the when and not the
how, she's unable to offer any more insight. When the boy goes missing on that exact date, law enforcement
turns to Maddie. Soon, Maddie is entangled in a homicide investigation, and more young people disappear
and are later found murdered. A suspect for the investigation, a target for the murderer, and attracting the
attentions of a mysterious young admirer who may be connected to it all, Maddie's whole existence is about
to be turned upside down. Can she right things before it's too late?
Feed - M. T. Anderson 2012
In a future where most people have computer implants in their heads to control their environment, a boy
meets an unusual girl who is in serious trouble.
The Whisperer - Donato Carrisi 2013-01-15
A gripping literary thriller and smash bestseller that has taken Italy, France, Germany and the UK by storm.
Six severed arms are discovered, arranged in a mysterious circle and buried in a clearing in the woods. Five
of them appear to belong to missing girls between the ages of eight and eighteen. The sixth is yet to be
identified. Worse still, the girls' bodies, alive or dead, are nowhere to be found. Obsessed with a case that
becomes more tangled and intense as they unravel the layers of evil, lead investigators Mila Vasquez, a
celebrated profiler, and Goran Gavila, an eerily prescient criminologist, find that their lives are increasingly
in each other's hands. As sensational a bestseller in Europe as the Stieg Larsson novels, THE WHISPERER
is that rare creation: a thought-provoking, intelligent thriller that is also unputdownable.
The Virgin of Small Plains - Nancy Pickard 2007-05-29
“Engrossing . . . beautifully written and carefully crafted . . . [a] work that explores the healing power of
truth.”—The Boston Globe For seventeen years, a rural community in Kansas has faithfully tended the grave
of an anonymous teenage girl christened the Virgin of Small Plains. And some claim that, perhaps owing to
the girl’s intervention, strange miracles and unexplainable healings have occurred. Slowly, word of the
legend spreads. But what really happened in that snow-covered field almost two decades ago, when the
girl’s naked, frozen body was found? Why did young Mitch Newquist disappear the day after the shocking
discovery, leaving behind his distraught girlfriend, Abby Reynolds, and their best friend, Rex
Shellenberger? Now Mitch has returned to Small Plains, reigniting simmering tensions and awakening
secrets. Never having resolved her feelings for Mitch, Abby is determined to uncover the startling truth

Faking Friends - Jane Fallon 2018-01-11
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'A deftly plotted, witty tale of revenge. It's a romcom with attitude'
Mail on Sunday 'A fabulous gossipy read' 5***** reader review ___________ Best friend, soulmate . . .
backstabber? Amy thought she knew everything about her best friend Melissa. And she also thought she
was about to marry the man of her dream. Until she discovers he has been having an affair . . . and Melissa
is The Other Woman. In one disastrous weekend she has lost her home, her fiancé and her best friend. But
instead of falling apart, she is determined to get her own back . . . _____________ 'It's FABALISS. I was SO
GRIPPED' Marian Keyes 'I couldn't put it down' 5***** reader review 'Barbed, twisty and full of deliciously
dry wit, this is smart stuff to race through' Sunday Mirror 'So many twists I didn't see coming' 5***** reader
review 'Brilliant, original, edgy and compulsively readable' Daily Mail SHORTLISTED FOR A NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD & LONGLISTED FOR THE COMEDY WOMEN IN PRINT PRIZE
The Wings of the Sphinx - Andrea Camilleri 2009-12-29
“You either love Andrea Camilleri or you haven’t read him yet. Each novel in this wholly addictive, entirely
magical series, set in Sicily and starring a detective unlike any other in crime fiction, blasts the brain like a
shot of pure oxygen. Aglow with local color, packed with flint-dry wit, as fresh and clean as Mediterranean
seafood — altogether transporting. Long live Camilleri, and long live Montalbano.” A.J. Finn, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of The Woman in the Window Things are not going well for Inspector Salvo
Montalbano. His relationship with Livia is once again on the rocks and—acutely aware of his age—he is
beginning to grow weary of the endless violence he encounters. Then a young woman is found dead, her
face half shot off and only a tattoo of a sphinx moth giving any hint of her identity. The tattoo links her to
three similarly marked girls-all victims of the underworld sex trade-who have been rescued from the Mafia
night-club circuit by a prominent Catholic charity. The problem is, Montalbano's inquiries elicit an outcry
from the Church and the three other girls are all missing.
The Italian Wedding - Nicky Pellegrino 2009-04-30
Two feuding families, two love stories - and a lot of delicious Italian food. Pieta Martinelli's sister is getting
married. Since she is a bridal designer it falls to her to make the wedding gown. But Pieta is distracted by a
series of unanswered questions. Why is her father feuding with another Italian in the neighbourhood? Why
is her mother so faded and sad? And could the man she's always held a torch for really be getting married
to someone else? As Pieta stitches and beads her sister's wedding gown she uncovers the secrets that have
made her family what it is and that stand between her and happiness. THE ITALIAN WEDDING is a feast of
food and love. It's about discovering who your parents really are. And who you really want to be.
The Hunter of the Dark - Donato Carrisi 2016-10-06
A brutal killer is on the streets of Rome. He leaves no trace. And shows no mercy. A series of gruesome
murders leaves the police force in Rome reeling, with no real clues or hard evidence to follow. Assigned to
the case is Sandra Vega, a brilliant forensic analyst, struggling to come to terms with the crimes and her
own past. Sandra's shared history with Marcus, a member of the ancient Penitenzeri - a unique Italian
team, linked to the Vatican, and trained in the detection of true evil, means that the two are brought
together again in the pursuit of a malignant killer. Soon Marcus and Sandra notice the emergence of a
disturbing pattern running alongside the latest killings - and every time they think they have grasped a
fragment of the truth, they are led down yet another terrifying path. A sensational new literary thriller from
the bestselling author of The Whisperer, this novel captures the beautiful atmosphere of Rome and explores
its dark and hidden secrets.
Green River Killer - Jeff Jensen 2015-11-10
Throughout the 1980s, the highest priority of Seattle-area police was the apprehension of the Green River
Killer, the man responsible for the murders of dozens of women. In 1990, with the body count numbering at
least 48, the case was put in the hands of a single detective, Tom Jensen. After 20 years, when the killer
was finally captured with the help of DNA technology, Jensen spent 180 days interviewing Gary Leon
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about his departure. The three former friends must confront the ever-unfolding consequences of the night
that forever changed their lives—and the life of their small town. Praise for The Virgin of Small Plains
“Nancy Pickard . . . has evolved into a writer of substantial literary power. . . . [She] has fashioned a novel
that accurately reflects the secrets and silences locked deep within the hearts of all small-town
Midwesterners.”—The Denver Post “Tantalizing . . . Pickard writes with insight and compassion about an
unresolved crime that continues to haunt a farming community.”—The New York Times Book Review “A
class act . . . Pickard has a talent for adding depth to a story that conveys a sense of place and
history.”—Orlando Sentinel “Crisply written, this new novel about loss of faith, trust, and innocence is
utterly absorbing.”—Tucson Citizen
The Whisperer - Karin Fossum 2019
In this tense and twisty latest from Norway's maven of crime, time shifts between Inspector Sejer's
interrogation of the accused Ragna Reigel and the shocking events that led up to her arrest. How did this
lonely, quiet woman come to kill a man--or did she? How did a lonely, quiet woman come to kill a man--or
did she? Ragna Riegel is a soft-spoken woman of routines. She must have order in her life, and she does,
until one day she finds a letter in her mailbox with her name on the envelope and a clear threat written in
block capitals on the sheet inside. With the arrival of the letter, and eventually others like it, Ragna's
carefully constructed life begins to unravel into a nightmare--threatened by an unknown enemy, paranoid
and unable to sleep, her isolation becomes all the more extreme. Ragna's distress does culminate in a
death, but she is the perpetrator rather than the victim. The Whisperer shifts between Inspector Sejer's
interrogation of Ragna and the shocking events that led up to her arrest. Sejer thinks it is an open-and-shut
case, but is it? Compelling and unnerving, The Whisperer probes plausible madness in everyday life and
asks us to question assumptions even in its final moments.
The Last Whisper in the Dark - Tom Piccirilli 2013-07-09
Professional thief Terrier Rand hasn’t gotten caught yet. It’s only his conscience chasing at his heels. In the
follow-up to Tom Piccirilli’s acclaimed novel The Last Kind Words, prodigal thief Terrier Rand has come
home to the family that has lawbreaking in its blood. With generations of Rands keeping secrets from the
outside world—not to mention from one another—Terry is sure of one thing: He owes it to the woman he
loved and lost to make sure her husband stays alive. Kimmy’s husband, Terry’s old friend Chub, hasn’t been
seen since he supplied a getaway car for a heist that went wrong. When Terry investigates the ominous
disappearance, he discovers that Chub was involved with a strange, violent gang of heavy hitters—guys
who don’t take kindly to Terry asking questions. But before Terry can find his friend, a curvaceous divorcée
takes him for a walk on the wild side, estranged relatives pull him into their horror movie empire, his sister
Dale sets her sights on Hollywood after scoring a hit viral video, and his own uncle recruits Terry to rip off
his partner. In a world of larceny, grift, and fraud, no amount of loyalty—to friends, wives, or lovers—can
compete with the Rand family drama. Terry just wants to bring Chub home to his wife and child. Instead,
he’s dodging mobsters, moguls, and murderers . . . and the truth about one crime of his own. The Last
Whisper in the Dark takes readers on a wild, rollicking ride with an eclectic crowd of fascinating
characters—from a well-mannered killer who drives needles into his victims’ brains to a young gangster
struggling to live up to his father’s expectations. Bonds of honor, bonds of blood, and betrayals of both
make this the most powerful read yet from the heralded Tom Piccirilli. Praise for Tom Piccirilli’s The Last
Kind Words “Perfect crime fiction . . . a convincing world, a cast of compelling characters, and above all a
great story.”—Lee Child “A crime noir mystery as hard-boiled as any in recent memory, recalling the work
of Chandler, Pelecanos and Connelly . . . Readers will be pinned to their seats until the last page is
turned.”—Bookreporter “At once a dark and brooding page-turner and a heartfelt tale about the ties that
bind.”—Lisa Unger, New York Times bestselling author of Heartbroken “[A] caustic thriller . . . The
characters have strong voices and bristle with funny quirks.”—The New York Times Book Review
“[Piccirilli] deserves a breakout novel and this just might be it.”—Booklist (starred review) “For the first
time since The Godfather, a family of criminals has stolen my heart. This is a brilliant mix of love and
violence, charm and corruption. I loved it.”—Nancy Pickard, bestselling author of The Scent of Rain and
Lightning
The Highland Witch: A Novel - Susan Fletcher 2010-11-15
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“Fletcher gives readers a strong plot . . . and a triumphant heroine in Corrag, whose travails are truly
epic.”—Publishers Weekly In 1692, brilliant, captivating Corrag-accused witch, orphaned herbalist, and
unforgettable heroine-is imprisoned in the Scottish highlands, suspected of witchcraft and murder. As she
awaits her death she tells her story to Charles Leslie, an Irish propagandist who seeks information she may
have condemning the Protestant King William. Hers is a story of passion, courage, love, and the magic of
the natural world. By telling it, she transforms both their lives. Originally published in hardcover under the
title Corrag: A Novel.
The Lost Girls of Rome - Donato Carrisi 2013-11-19
A grieving young widow, seeking answers to her husband's death, becomes entangled in an investigation
steeped in the darkest mysteries of Rome. Sandra Vega, a forensic analyst with the Roman police
department, mourns deeply for a marriage that ended too soon. A few months ago, in the dead of night, her
husband, an up-and-coming journalist, plunged to his death at the top of a high-rise construction site. The
police ruled it an accident. Sanda is convinced it was anything but. Launching her own inquiries, Sanda
finds herself on a dangerous trail, working the same case that she is convinced led to her husband's
murder. An investigation which is deeply entwined with a series of disappearances that has swept the city,
and brings Sandra ever closer to a centuries-old secret society that will do anything to stay in the shadows.
The Art of Prophecy - Wesley Chu 2022-08-09
A “superb fantasy saga” (Helene Wecker) of martial arts and magic, about what happens when a
prophesied hero is not the chosen one after all—but has to work with a band of unlikely allies to save the
kingdom anyway, from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Lives of Tao “An ambitious and
touching exploration of disillusionment in faith, tradition, and family—a glorious reinvention of fantasy and
wuxia tropes.”—Naomi Novik, New York Times bestselling author of A Deadly Education So many stories
begin the same way: With a prophecy. A chosen one. And the inevitable quest to slay a villain, save the
kingdom, and fulfill a grand destiny. But this is not that kind of story. It does begin with a prophecy: A child
will rise to defeat the Eternal Khan, a cruel immortal god-king, and save the kingdom. And that prophecy
did anoint a hero, Jian, raised since birth in luxury and splendor, and celebrated before he has won a single
battle. But that’s when the story hits its first twist: The prophecy is wrong. What follows is a story more
wondrous than any prophecy could foresee, and with many unexpected heroes: Taishi, an older woman who
is the greatest grandmaster of magical martial arts in the kingdom but who thought her adventuring days
were all behind her; Sali, a straitlaced warrior who learns the rules may no longer apply when the leader to
whom she pledged her life is gone; and Qisami, a chaotic assassin who takes a little too much pleasure in
the kill. And Jian himself, who has to find a way to become what he no longer believes he can be—a hero
after all.
The Whisperer's Game - DONATO. CARRISI 2023-04-07
Obedience - Will Lavender 2008-02-19
“With superb confidence, Lavender constructs a brilliant fictional web of lies, inventively warping the
psychological thriller to fit the confines of a scholarly investigation.” —Kirkus Reviews When the students in
Winchester University’s Logic and Reasoning 204 arrive for their first day of class, they are greeted not
with a syllabus or texts, but with a startling assignment from Professor Williams: Find a hypothetical
missing girl named Polly. If after being given a series of clues and details the class has not found her before
the end of the term in six weeks, she will be murdered. At first the students are as intrigued by the premise
of their puzzle as they are wary of the strange and slightly creepy Professor Williams. But as they delve
deeper into the mystery, they begin to wonder: Is the Polly story simply a logic exercise, designed to teach
them rational thinking skills, or could it be something more sinister and dangerous? The mystery soon takes
over the lives of three students as they find disturbing connections between Polly and themselves.
Characters that were supposedly fictitious begin to emerge in reality. Soon, the boundary between the
classroom assignment and the real world becomes blurred—and the students wonder if it is their own lives
they are being asked to save. From the Hardcover edition.
The Whisperer - Donato Carrisi 2010-06-03
Six severed arms are discovered buried in a forest clearing. They are arranged in a mysterious circle, and
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appear to belong to missing girls between the ages of eight and thirteen. But the rest of the bodies are
nowhere to be found. Criminologist Goran Gavila is given the case. A dishevelled, instinctively rebellious
man, he is forced to work with young female police officer Mila Vasquez. Lithe, boyish, answering to no
one, Mila has a reputation as a specialist in missing children. She also has a tragic history of her own that
has left her damaged, unable to feel or to relate to others. Theirs is a fiery but strangely affecting working
relationship - and as they uncover more secrets about the dark secrets in the forest, their lives are
increasingly in each other's hands... A gripping literary thriller that has taken Italy by storm, The Whisperer
has been as sensational a bestseller in Europe as the Stieg Larsson novels. It is that rare creation: a
thought-provoking, intelligent literary novel that is also utterly unputdownable.
The Master of Shadows - Bannister 2009
After discovering that Grandpa Gabe has sealed the passageways between worlds, Max, Rebecca, Theo, and
Noah must confront the Master of Shadows himself to find another way home.
Into the Labyrinth - Donato Carrisi 2020-11-05
As dark and gripping as ever, this is Donato Carrisi's latest thriller. A young woman wakes up in a hospital
bed, disoriented and with a broken leg. The room she is in has no windows, only a huge mirror lining one
wall, although she can't see her reflection in it. With her is a man who introduces himself as Dr White, a
criminal profiler. He explains that her name is Samantha, that she has been kidnapped and kept prisoner,
but managed to escape, and that his job is to find her kidnapper. However, the hunt will not take place in
the outside world, but in Samantha's mind. White reveals to Samantha that she is no longer thirteen, but
twenty-eight. In other words, she was held prisoner for fifteen years. With his help, she gradually starts to
recall certain episodes from her captivity. In a city overcome by a ferocious heatwave, where the people
have taken to sleeping during the day, and leaving their homes only at night, a private detective called
Bruno, who has spent years investigating Samantha's disappearance, learns of her liberation. Now, stricken
with a heart disease, the detective has only two months to live, but nonetheless, he takes up the hunt once
more.
The Crook Factory - Dan Simmons 2013-02-05
It's the summer of 1942, and FBI agent Joe Lucas has come to Cuba at the behest of the Director to keep an
eye on Ernest Hemingway in the Caribbean. Lucas thinks of it as a demotion-a babysitting job for a famous
writer who has decided to play spy, assembling a team of misfits including an American millionaire, a
twelve-year-old Cuban orphan, a Spanish jai alai champion and more in a would-be espionage ring
Hemingway dubs the "Crook Factory." But when Hemingway uncovers a critical piece of intelligence that
both threatens his life and endangers the political landscape, the fate of the free world and the life of one of
its most preeminent writers lies in the hands of the FBI's most ruthless agent.
Don't Worry, Life Is Easy - Agnès Martin-Lugand 2017-05-02
The much-anticipated, bestselling sequel to the international phenomenon Happy People Read and Drink
Coffee. Diane needs to start over again. After returning from Ireland and turning the page on her stormy
relationship with Edward, the brooding Irish photographer, she is determined to rebuild her life in Paris
with help from her best friend Féx. She focuses solely on getting her literary caféack on track-until she
meets Olivier. He is kind and thoughtful, and she may have a future with him...until she stumbles across her
former love at a photography exhibit. What is Edward doing in Paris? Why didn't he reach out? Faced with
a hail of questions, her old flame remains cold and unresponsive. Apparently, he, too, has moved on. In
order to put the past behind her, Diane must go back over her tracks. Ireland saved her before. Can she get
answers there and find peace again?
Fatwa - Jacky Trevane 2013-09-12
Jacky was twenty-three when she arrived in Egypt for a holiday with her boyfriend, Dave. Little did she
know that an innocent holiday would result in a horror beyond her imagination. Separated from Dave in a
bustling street, Jacky fell and twisted her ankle, only to be swept up by a handsome, chivalrous Egyptian
called Omar. It was love at first sight. Jacky spent those ten days living with the family - sharing a bed with
Omar's sister - irresistibly attracted to Omar. Swept away by her infatuation she married him and converted
to Islam before returning to England to her parents. Returning to Cairo against her parents' advice but full
of hopes and plans, Jacky's dream turned into a nightmare. As a blue-eyed blonde she was never going to fit
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in with life in a poor suburb where the women walked at all times with their heads bowed. During the next
eight years she suffered non-stop physical and emotional abuse. She had to escape with her two little girls
but how? This tense story never quite ends. Even now, Jacky is living in the shadow of a death threat. A
fatwa is issued legitimately under Islamic law to a Muslim woman who leaves her husband. Jacky to protect
herself and her daughters minute by minute, day by day, never quite sure what may be around the corner...
Save Yourself - Kelly Braffet 2013-08-06
A gripping novel full of suspense and pathos that Dennis Lehane calls an "electrifying, tomahawk missile of
a thriller." Patrick Cusimano’s father killed a boy while driving drunk. Now Patrick is working at a grubby
convenience store, and he and his brother, Mike, are the town pariahs. Caro, Mike’s girlfriend, is running
from her own painful past, with no idea what she’s running toward. Layla Elshere is a goth teenager who
befriends Patrick for reasons he doesn’t understand and doesn’t trust. And Layla’s little sister, Verna,
tortured by her classmates, finds unlikely solace with Layla’s dark tribe of outcasts. As their fates become
entwined, everyone is set down a terrifying and twisted path—leading them all toward a collision where
loyalties will be betrayed, fears exposed, and lives shattered. Now with Extra Libris material, including
recommended reading and bonus content
Nighttime Is My Time - Mary Higgins Clark 2004-04-06
From the "Queen of Suspense," Mary Higgins Clark, comes a riveting tale of suspense, secrets, and
revenge. Historian Jean Sheridan returns to Cornwall-on-Hudson, New York, excited about her twenty-year
high-school reunion at Stonecroft Academy. But a dear friend of hers soon becomes the fifth woman in the
class to meet a sudden, mysterious end. Then Jean receives a taunting fax about a child she gave up for
adoption, whose existence she had kept a secret but whose life may now be in danger. For present at the
reunion is The Owl, a murderer on a mission of vengeance against women who once humiliated him...and
Jean is his final intended victim.
Bury This - Andrea Portes 2013-12-31
If twenty-five years can discover the internet, the cell phone, this thing called the iPod, can twenty-five
years discover the secret of a girl murdered, abandoned, by the side of the road? That is the haunting
premise of Bury This, an impressionistic literary thriller about the murder of a young girl in small-town
Michigan in 1979. Beth Krause was by all intents a good little girl – member of the church choir, beloved
daughter of doting parents, friend to the downtrodden. But dig a little deeper into any small town, and
conflicts and jealousies begin to appear. And somewhere is that heady mix lies the answer to what really
happened to Beth Krause. Her unsolved murder becomes the stuff of town legend, and twenty-five years
later the case is re-ignited when a group of film students start making a documentary on Beth’s fateful life.
The town has never fully healed over the loss of Beth, and the new investigation calls into light several key
characters: her father, a WWII vet; her mother, once the toast of Manhattan; her best friend, abandoned by
her mother and left to fend for herself against an abusive father; and the detective, just a rookie when the
case broke, haunted by his inability to bring Beth’s murderer to justice. All of these passions will collide
once the identity of Beth’s murderer is revealed, proving once again that some secrets can never stay
buried.
Five Days Missing - Caroline Corcoran 2022-02-17
‘Good grief – this one really keeps you guessing!’ NetGalley review ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I did this. The most awful
thing...’
The River at Night - Erica Ferencik 2017-01-10
A “raw, relentless, and heart-poundingly real” (Ruth Ware, New York Times bestselling author) thriller set
against the harsh beauty of the Maine wilderness, The River at Night charts the journey of four friends as
they fight to survive the aftermath of a white water rafting accident. Winifred Allen needs a vacation.
Stifled by a soul-crushing job, devastated by the death of her beloved brother, and lonely after the end of a
fifteen-year marriage, Wini is feeling vulnerable. So when her three best friends insist on a high-octane
getaway for their annual girls’ trip, she signs on, despite her misgivings. What starts out as an invigorating
hiking and rafting excursion in the remote Allagash Wilderness soon becomes an all-too-real nightmare; a
freak accident leaves the women stranded, separating them from their raft and everything they need to
survive. When night descends, a fire on the mountainside lures them to a ramshackle camp that appears to
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character-driven, eerily prescient moral thriller.’ The Saturday Age ‘Miller brilliantly blends offbeat
reflection and dark emotion ... A penetrating, poetic, and unexpectedly disarming book about the ageless
conflict in the Middle East.’ Kirkus
Deathly Affair - Leigh Russell 2019-12-12
Four dead bodies. But who is guilty in this deadly web of secrecy and lies?When two homeless men are
strangled to death, Detective Inspector Geraldine Steel is caught off guard by the cold-blooded nature of
the crimes. However, her suspicions are raised as two more bodies are found, forcing her to question the
motivation behind the murders.Plagued by countless red-herrings, the investigation drags Geraldine into
the lives of three people caught in a toxic triangle of love and dishonesty. Is this a crime of passion, or is
there more to this case than meets the eye?
The Diaries of Adam and Eve - Mark Twain 2015-09-28
What if Adam and Eve Had a Diary? “He talks very little. Perhaps it is because he is not bright and is
sensitive about it and wishes to conceal it. It is such a pity that he should feel so, for brightness is nothing.
It is in the heart that the values lie. I wish I could make him understand that a loving good heart is riches,
and riches is enough, and that without it intellect is poverty.” - Mark Twain, Eve's Diary Mark Twain’s short
stories aren’t about his religious beliefs. In fact, the Diaries of Adam and Eve should be taken with a grain
of salt as they are humorous and witty and describe in a unique way the relationship between two human
beings, man and woman who eventually end up falling in love with each other. Xist Publishing is a digitalfirst publisher. Xist Publishing creates books for the touchscreen generation and is dedicated to helping
everyone develop a lifetime love of reading, no matter what form it takes

be their lifeline. But as Wini and her friends grasp the true intent of their supposed saviors, long buried
secrets emerge and lifelong allegiances are put to the test. To survive, Wini must reach beyond the world
she knows to harness an inner strength she never knew she possessed. With intimately observed characters
and visceral prose, The River at Night “will leave you gasping, your heart racing, eyes peering over your
shoulder to see what follows from behind” (Mary Kubica, New York Times bestselling author). This is a dark
exploration of creatures—both friend and foe—that you won’t soon forget.
The Girl in Green - Derek B. Miller 2016-06-27
From the author of Norwegian By Night comes a new novel about two men on a misbegotten quest to save
the girl they failed to save decades before. 1991. Near Checkpoint Zulu, one hundred miles from the
Kuwaiti border, Thomas Benton meets Arwood Hobbes. Benton is a British journalist who reports from war
zones, in part to avoid his lacklustre marriage and a daughter he loves but cannot connect with; Hobbes is a
midwestern American private who might be an insufferable ignoramus, or might be a brilliant lunatic with a
death wish — it’s hard to tell. Operation Desert Storm is over, peace has been declared, but as they argue
about whether it makes sense to cross the nearest border in search of an ice cream, they become embroiled
in a horrific attack in which a young local girl in a green dress is shot in the back and dies in Hobbes’s
arms. The two men walk away into their respective lives. But something has cracked for them both. Twentytwo years later, in another place, in another war, the two men meet again. Benton and relief worker Märta
Ström are persuaded by a much-changed Hobbes to embark on what may be a fool’s errand in a last-chance
effort to redeem themselves when the girl in green is found alive and in need of salvation. Or is she? Set
against the war-torn landscape of a shattered Iraq, The Girl in Green is an adventure story told with all the
wit, humanity, and insight of Miller’s acclaimed debut. PRAISE FOR DEREK B. MILLER ‘A suspenseful,
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